Comprehensive investigation about the second order term of thermodynamic perturbation expansion.
Monte Carlo simulations are carried out for the second order term in the thermodynamic perturbation expansion around a hard sphere reference fluid. The sample potentials considered cover a wide spectrum: From two frequently employed, namely hard sphere plus square well potential and hard core attractive Yukawa potential, to two kinds of repulsive potentials, namely hard sphere plus square shoulder potential and hard sphere plus triangle shoulder potential; the investigated potential range also extends from extremely short range to rather long range. The obtained simulation data are used to evaluate performance of two theoretical approaches, i.e., a traditional macroscopic compressibility approximation (MCA) and a recent coupling parameter expansion. Extensive comparison shows that the coupling parameter expansion provides a reliable method for accurately calculating the second order term of the high temperature series expansion, while the widely accepted MCA fails quantitatively or even qualitatively for most of the situations investigated.